Regulation of the growth of Epstein-Barr virus-infected B cells. I. Growth regression by E rosetting cells from VCA-positive donors is a combined effect of autologous mixed leukocyte reaction and activation of T8+ memory cells.
Regression of B cell proliferation in co-cultures of EBV-infected B cells (BEBV) and autologous T cells at 1:4 ratio was studied. 3H-TdR incorporation was used to measure proliferation by the participating lymphocyte populations and a 51Cr release assay was used to document the generation of cells capable of killing autologous EBV-transformed B lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLEBV). EBV-infected B cells cultured alone transformed to blasts by culture day 10, and continued to proliferate throughout the 22 day observation period. When EBV-infected B cells were co-cultured with E rosetted cells from VCA-positive donors, there was a characteristic proliferative response on day 10 (an augmented autologous mixed lymphocyte reaction; AMLR), followed by the development of T8+ cells capable of killing autologous LCLEBV, as well as over 90% suppression of EBV growth by day 22 as assessed by 3H-TdR incorporation, and confirmed in a visual outgrowth assay. Negative and positive selection techniques were used to define the regulatory components in the T cell population. Depletion of T8+ cells from the blood lymphocytes of VCA-positive donors did not significantly reduce the 10 day proliferative response, but the subsequent development of cytotoxic cells and the regression of BEBV outgrowth was not observed. Thus, the circulating T8+ cells are required for the subsequent appearance of autologous LCLEBV cytotoxicity and BEBV growth regulation. However, when the responder population consisted only of T8+ cells, the augmented AMLR response was absent, cytotoxic cell development was weak or absent, and there was no regression of EBV outgrowth. Therefore, the cells participating in the AMLR, as well as T8+ memory cells from VCA-positive donors, are necessary for the control of the in vitro EBV infection. Growth regression is dependent on the proliferation of the regulatory T cells. Mitomycin C treatment of fresh E rosetting cells or those exposed to BEBV for up to 10 days in culture abrogates growth regression and the subsequent appearance of LCLEBV killer cells. However, E rosetting cells exposed to BEBV for 14 days or more already have developed the ability to kill LCLEBV and no longer need to proliferate to induce growth regression when cultured with newly infected BEBV. These results lend additional support to the view that the control of EBV-induced B cell expansion requires a AMLR-dependent clonal amplification of EBV-specific, T8+ cytotoxic cells.